A simple potential field model is presented to illustrate that loops of magnetic flux rise upward through the corona during the relatively short growth phase of a bipolar magnetic region but contract back to the Sun's surface during the much longer decay phase of the photospheric region. To reconcile this behavior with the unidirectional, solar-wind-driven convection of flux outward from the Sun, one must postulate the existence of an X-type neutral line in the middle corona where open field lines can be converted back to closed ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is widely believed that all of the Sun's magnetic fields originate in balanced concentrations called bipolar magnetic regions (BMRs) which are formed as bundles of magnetic flux rise to and break through the solar surface. In the photosphere, an individual BMR experiences a relatively brief growth phase characterized by the strengthening and rapid separation of the opposite magnetic poles. Although individual properties vary widely from BMR to BMR, the growth phase of a typical BMR lasts from a few days to a week, during which time the pole strengths increase to some (1-10) X 10 21 Mx and move apart by (100-150) x 10 3 km. Then the BMR enters a long, stable phase of several months during which its flux spreads over an increasingly larger area of correspondingly weaker average magnetic field strength.
Each polarity seems to spread out independently of the other, and a significant fraction of the gross flux is neutralized as opposite polarities diffuse into one another at the neutral line. In this way, the centroids of each polarity continue to separate as the amount of gross flux steadily decreases. During this time, the entire pattern drifts in longitude at the rotational velocity characteristic of that latitude. However, after a few months, the latitudinal expansion becomes sufficient to permit the rapid distortion of the pattern by solar differential rotation. The reader is referred to the recent review article by Sheeley (1981) for a more detailed discussion of these well-known properties of solar magnetic regions.
The present paper concerns the movement of the associated coronal magnetic field lines during the growth and decay phases of the photospheric BMR. According to potential theory, loops of magnetic flux expand outward as the poles both strengthen and separate during the rapid growth phase of the BMR. However, the subsequent evolution of these field lines during the much longer decay phase is less obvious.
On the other hand, we might suppose that, as the centroids of opposite polarity increase their separation, the associated magnetic field lines would rise through the corona. It is tempting to suppose that coronal holes would form at the remote ends of the expanding magnetic pattern as the increasingly high field lines become stretched outward by the thermal expansion of the coronal material. Indeed, such coronal holes are sometimes observed at the ends of expanding BMRs (Bohlin and Sheeley 1978) . This concept of coronal magnetic expansion is the one that has dominated our thinking in recent years.
On the one hand, the interdiffusion of opposite polarities at the neutral line reduces the pole strength of a decaying BMR, and this process should be accompanied by a steady collapse of field lines. Supporting this idea is the fact that in the lower corona Fe xv 284 Â loops have been observed to collapse during the decay of bipolar magnetic regions (Sheeley et al 1975) . Also most of the magnetic flux from new bipolar magnetic regions is rapidly annihilated in the sunspot belts where the magnetic flux gradients are large (see Howard and Labonte 1981) . Consequently, we should expect to find a significant amount of field line collapsing here after the initial growth phase of each new BMR.
In this paper we shall show that in the lower corona the decay phase of a BMR is characterized by a collapse rather than an expansion of magnetic field lines, at least to the extent that differential rotation can be neglected. In this case, all of the coronal magnetic expansion occurs during the relatively brief growth phase of the photospheric BMR, and from that time on there is a steady collapse of field lines. Later in the decay phase, as differential rotation becomes important, the situation is more complicated and depends on the detailed balance between diffusion (which makes the loops fall) and differential rotation (which can make them rise).
II. THE MODEL Our objective is to adopt a model that is simple enough to yield an analytic solution but realistic enough to retain the essential features of a solar magnetic region. For this purpose, it seems reasonable to neglect the curvature of the Sun's Z surface for a BMR that has not expanded too much. Also, we shall neglect differential rotation, not because we think it is unimportant, but because we simply have not found a model that includes it and still yields an analytic solution. As we shall see, the model without differential rotation yields a particularly interesting solution that we suppose will be valid for the first few months of the decay phase of a BMR before shearing begins to dominate the magnetic field pattern.
Referring to Figure 1 , let us suppose that, initially, the BMR consists of two point sources of flux, Q> 0 and -O 0 , located at positions -s and + s, respectively, along the y-axis of a rectangular coordinate system xyz. The x-axis points out of the plane of the page, and the x-y plane represents the assumed flat solar surface.
It is instructive to begin with the simple case for which the sources separate bodily with time but do not diffuse. We shall confine our interest to the portion of the x-z plane that lies above the photosphere z = 0. Throughout this region, the field is in the y direction. On the z-axis, the field magnitude is given by
where /c is a proportionality constant. By symmetry, equation (1) applies more generally to all field points in the x-z plane that lie on the circle of radius z about the y-axis. Thus, one can use z as a radial coordinate to evaluate the total flux across the upper half-plane as follows: 
Thus, as the half-separation s increases, the flux, <S>, outside the semicircle increases toward its limiting value of O 0 . The additional flux must come from within the semicircle, which means that, at all heights, the field lines must rise. As expected, the field lines rise when the sources move apart and fall as they move together. Next, let us suppose that the evolution of the initial point sources consists of a one-dimensional diffusion that is confined to the y-axis. Referring to Figure 2 , the symmetrically located elements of diffusing flux, ± dÿ, produce a net field normal to the x-z plane of magnitude
where again the field is normalized to give a total flux d(¡) across the upper half-plane. Now, for diffusing point sources, dcj) is given by 
$0 (4nrjt) 1/2 Í [b -+ i\ 2-11/2 dr .
We wish to know how 0>(t) changes with time. This behavior can be derived with the aid of the following change of variables :
With this change, equation (8) where d<S>/da and d<S>/dÇ follow from the differentiation of equation (10) (a -p)e~p 2 dp
Combining equations (11) and (12) 
It is easy to see that the integral in equation (13) is always positive. (The quantity a is positive, and the absolute value of the integrand is greater for positive values of p than for corresponding negative values of p.) Therefore, dQ/dt is always negative and the flux outside the semicircle of radius z 0 always decreases with time. The only place that this flux can go is into the semicircle, which means that, at all heights, the magnetic field lines must collapse as the diffusing sources annihilate one another at the neutral line.
in. DISCUSSION It is instructive to compare this potential field result with solar observations. The deduced collapse of coronal field lines probably does approximate the true situation during the first part of the decay phase of a BMR when loops of Fe xv emission are observed to collapse in the lower corona (Sheeley et al. 1975 ) and when magnetic flux does annihilate rapidly (Howard and Labonte 1981) . In fact, we expect the field lines to collapse when opposite magnetic polarities are brought together and annihilated, much as we find in the laboratory during the decay of the field of a uniformly magnetized copper sphere. (Of course, the footpoints are brought together by different mechanisms in these two cases [resistive diffusion in the copper sphere and photospheric convection in the Sun], but this difference does not change the topological variation of the field lines.)
Next we consider what happens to the nonpotential field lines that have been stretched into a helmet-like configuration high above the potential field loops in the lower corona. Intuitively, we do not expect these field lines to contract back to the Sun after their tops have been carried out into the interplanetary medium by the solar wind. Moreover, in the outer corona no such contraction of loops has ever been observed. Consequently, one customarily refers to the legs of such lost loops as open magnetic field lines. The question is how to reconcile this concept of open field lines with our expectation that closed field lines collapse through the lower corona as their sources are annihilated in the photosphere.
Perhaps this problem can be illustrated most clearly in terms of the large-scale magnetic field at sunspot minimum. This field typically consists of an axially symmetric dipole with a helmet streamer configuration at its equator. The magnitude of this field decays with an ^-folding time of roughly 10 years as the random-walk mechanism brings opposite polarities to the equator where they annihilate one another (Leighton 1964) . Thus, the footpoints of the predominantly open polar field lines are convected to the equator where closed field lines collapse beneath the helmet.
Evidently an X-type neutral line must form somewhere between the inner and outer corona so that open field lines can be converted to closed ones. In the lower branch of this configuration, closed loops would then collapse as their footpoints are annihilated, and, in the upper branch, closed loops would move outward as the weakening magnetic stresses become less able to oppose the forces of thermal expansion.
Recently, Kopp et al (1981) have also concluded that magnetic reconnection must occur in coronal streamers. They argued that the reconnection is necessary to maintain a time-averaged steady state of open flux on the Sun. As in our study, a more or less continuous reconnection produces two sets of closed loops at some height within a helmet streamer. One set contracts toward the solar surface, and the other set of detached open-ended loops is ejected outward to form the very long tails of coronal streamers. While neither study has progressed beyond these elementary considerations, both studies point to the desirability of including magnetic reconnection in numerical models of helmet streamer formation, such as that of Steinolfson and Wu (1980) . Finally, we note that, partly in an attempt to understand coronal transients, Low (1981) has calculated the way that loops of magnetic flux will eventually erupt from the Sun as their footpoints separate. He considered a case for which the pole strengths do not weaken but gradually spread over progressively larger areas. As we have seen, the random-walk mechanism involves the annihilation of flux and the consequent weakening of the gradually separating pole strengths. Evidently his model applies only during the late part of the decay phase of a BMR when differential rotation might produce a significant bodily separation of opposite polarities without much annihilation. Indeed, such greatly sheared magnetic configurations are often the source of eruptive prominences and coronal transients (see Sheeley et al 1980 , and references contained therein).
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